
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Continuous additions and modifications __________________.1. (make)were being made

Perhaps, at last, her selfishness ________________________ to love.2.
(transform)

was being transformed

It is, indeed, doubtful how he had become aware that Roger
___________________ that day, for Emily had kept it from him.
3.

(bury)was being buried

The persons present thought important matters ____________________
over, and the solicitors for favors and appointments kept at a little distance.
4.

(talk)

were being talked

Mrs Shaw ordered dinner presently; and while it ___________________,
she desired Phil to brush his brother's clothes, as they were dusty from his
ride.

5.

(serve)

was being served

The magician instantly realized he ______________________, for he
could feel his form changing.
6.

(enchant)
was being enchanted

It seemed intolerable to him, all the more that every moment they stood
there together it ______________________ upon him that in fact this was
what she meant, what she had contemplated from the beginning.

7.

(impress)
was being impressed

Where women choirs _____________________, she was asked to join
them, and often took a part which seemed to the others too difficult.
8.

(train)
were being trained

A wedding _______________________ in the Garden of Eden.9.
(celebrate)

was being celebrated

His father and mother ____________________ into a lawsuit, of which
the loss would leave them with a stain on their good name, the only thing they
had in the world.

10.

(force)

were being forced

I remember some meetings being held in a locality where the tide did not
rise very quickly, and bitter and reproachful things __________________
about the work.

11.

(say)
were being said
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She _________________ not to invite him there again and she was
rebelling!
12.

(tell)
was being told

As far ahead and behind on the road as he could see the carts were
drawn up on one side; men were hurrying to and fro, orders
_____________________, and everything showed that the entry into the
town was about to be made.

13.

(shout)
were being shouted

I stood there a little, everything smelled so delicious after the rain;
suddenly I had the uncomfortable feeling that I ____________________.
14.

(watch)
was being watched

The Duchess had spoken while the curtain ___________________.15.
(raise)

was being raised

An Englishman ___________________ in there.16. (kill)was being killed

Houses and trees ___________________ down, the mountains
____________________, and pieces of rock were rolling in the sea.
17.

(blow) (shake)

were being blown
were being shaken

There could be but one explanation-Caesar had again condemned some
hapless wretch to death, and he ________________ to execution.
18.

(lead)was being led

Now, at that time a treaty _______________________ between Russia
and Sweden.
19.

(negotiate)
was being negotiated

Another Finnish scene ____________________ around us.20. (enact)was being enacted
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